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The landing gear conduit installation manual is $100. The price includes all the
small parts required to complete the cables replacement which are all in labeled
baggies, no guess-work involved. The manual is loaded with diagrams and color
photos with descriptions and hints and will take the guess-work out of your
installation. A small deposit may be required for the special tools rental. Please
schedule this with your installation time frame; the tools are in short supply.
The following is a list of what’s included: 80 pieces of hardware [all labeled and
bagged], plus more stuff.
 32 page comb-bound copyrighted manual.
 Cushioned clamps, screws, spacers, washers and nuts.
 Wing spar Teflon® chafe strips and ty-raps.
 Sealing putty for the fuselage holes where the conduits emerge.
 Bolts, washers, nuts and jam nuts for the mains.
 3/8”, 1/4” and 1/8” clevis pins, washers and cotter pins; various usages.
 Bolts and washers for mounting the conduit brackets; you will remove them
and refinish due to rust, right?
 Jam nuts, clevis screw, nut and washers for the nose gear push-pull rod.
 Thick and thin gear leg bumper pads [you supply the adhesive]; thick and thin
gear door bumpers with silicone grease to ease the installation.
 A tube of Lubriplate® for the obvious.
 Options: the main gear assist-spring swivel assemblies, refurbished and
cadmium plated for $30/pair exchange. Yours may be frozen so take a look
before you order the Installation manual and kit. Another option is the
conduit mounting brackets and hardware; $60/pair exchange. These have been
glass–bead blasted and cadmium plated; limited supply, not always available.
 $25 for rent of the specially-manufactured tools; the Piper special tool
“conduit wrench” and my own design “setting gauge” which takes the guesswork out of the 10.875” dimension and keeps the transmission out of the way
during this process – another time-saving and frustration-avoiding issue.
These hopefully will be available when you are ready to start the
installation. A $125 deposit may be required; refundable upon return of the
undamaged tooling. One may also purchase both of the tools for $130.
The value in your hundred-bucks isn’t just what’s included hardware-wise, although
the money and especially your time spent to acquire those required pieces you will
find is worth more than $50; and several of the included pieces will be difficult to
find locally as I discovered. The real value is in the accumulated knowledge from
many installations, 44 and counting. That detailed information will save time and
provide clarity for whoever installs the cables; and the owner saves the money. The
Comanche Service Manuals only lightly cover this phase and have mistakes causing
confusion and potentially mistakes in the process; those mistakes would otherwise
need to be discovered.
The real challenge may be to force the installing agency’s installation team to
read the installation manual and understand [seems to be a universal problem].
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Tooling and baggie contents

Bagged hardware plus other components
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Optional cadmium plated components available on exchange basis
only. The conduit mounting brackets, castle nuts and washers are
$60 as shown. The swivel assemblies for main gear assist springs
are $30 the pair as shown outlined.
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